
Many Much

Name: Date: __/__/20__

That took time and there wasn't _______ time.1. much

Many and _______ years ago lived a man who was so good and wise that
none in all the world was so good and wise as he.
2. many

This village trouble was too small to occupy for long the mind of one who
had so _______ duties…
3.

many

The Spaniards had twice as _______ ships as we had.4. many

And he poured out the water, but he could not move from the place where
he was; and there he stayed till _______ hours had passed by.
5.

many

She suffered him to seal his vows with kisses, herself offering him her lips,
as her heart swelled with fervent thanksgiving for so _______ joy and such a
full measure of love.

6.
much

But they had _______ difficulties to contend with.7. many

_______ men are thus made the screens of secret feminine ambitions.8. Many

Johannes had at an early age shown so _______ intelligence that they had
acceded to his wish to be educated as a lawyer.
9. much

The creatures looked tired, and as if they had been on the road for a great
_______ years.
10.

many

The government is taking a hand along _______ lines.11. many

I could not do so in the face of so _______ beauty.12. much

I will not speak of iron, glass, and such like, which spoil _______ wood,
and yet are brought from other countries better cheap than we can make
them here at home; I could exemplify also in many other.

13. much

In her whole life she had never seen so _______ gold.14. much

True I have, one that will make for us all _______ money.15. much
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I was now apparently close on the discovery which I had striven so
_______ months to attain.
16.

many

He had to listen to _______ speeches sufficiently to know when and what
to answer.
17. many

You know I've never had _______ money-to call money.18. much

This reasoning was more bold than judicious notwithstanding, since the
cutter was much larger, and drew twice as _______ water as the yawl.
19.

much

I think they have still _______ places to see there, and I wish you would
indulge them in this respect.
20. many
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